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This paper presents a software system with the preliminary name “Logiweb” which is an attempt to
design a simple, coherent, all-embracing system for archiving, retrieval, transmission, distribution,
veriﬁcation, and presentation of mathematics. The design is made from scratch but depends heavily
on experience from existing systems and the current stage of available technology.
Logiweb ensures that pages, once published, remain unchanged in the future so that it is safe to
refer to Logiweb pages from mathematical papers. In this, Logiweb supplements the World Wide
Web which is more suited for mathematics in ﬂux.
Keywords: Proof checker, archival of mathematics, retrieval of mathematics, notational freedom,
protocols, mathematical knowledge management
1 Introduction
Logiweb is a web-like system that allows logicians to web-publish papers with
high typographic quality and high human readability which are also machine
veriﬁable. Among other, Logiweb allows papers to contain deﬁnitions of formal
theories, deﬁnitions of new constructs, programs, lemmas, conjectures, and
proofs. Furthermore, Logiweb allows papers to refer to each other across the
Internet, and allows proof checking of proofs that span several papers that
reside diﬀerent places in the world. As an example, a lemma in one paper
may refer to a construct which is deﬁned in another paper situated elsewhere,
in which case the proof checker must access both papers to establish the
correctness of the proof.
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Among other, Logiweb provides a medium for archived mathematics. It
may be used as it is, or it may run silently and transparently underneath other
systems like Mizar [12,16]. In contrast, the World Wide Web, which supports
mathematics through MathML and OMDoc [10,11], is a medium suited for
information in ﬂux.
Logiweb gives complete notational freedom to its users as well as complete
freedom to choose any axiomatic theory (e.g. ZFC) as basis for their work.
Logiweb also allows diﬀerent notational systems and theories to co-exist and
interact smoothly.
Logiweb was originally designed to support Map Theory [2,7,15,17] which
has the same power as ZFC but relies on very diﬀerent foundations in that,
e.g., it relies on λ-calculus instead of ﬁrst order predicate calculus. The tie to
Map Theory has been broken, however, in the sense that Logiweb supports
all axiomatic theories equally well.
The ability of Logiweb to span from a predicate calculus based theory like
ZFC to a λ-calculus based theory like Map Theory guarantees that Logiweb
puts no restrictions on the logic. The absence of such restrictions of course
makes it impossible to supply a code-from-theorems extraction facility like
term of of Nuprl [4], but functions for manipulation of theorems and proofs
of individual theories are expressible in the programming language of Logiweb.
The programming language of Logiweb is the programming language embed-
ded in Map Theory which makes it possible to use Map Theory to reason
about Logiweb.
Logiweb allows individuals to publish papers, but also allows journals to
exist. Technically, a journal issue will just be a Logiweb page with references
to accepted papers. Socially, however, journal editors are likely to enforce
guidelines on typography, style, use of symbols and so on on their authors to
ensure coherence within their journal and coherence with standard literature.
Logiweb itself is neutral to such requirements, and guidelines for one journal
does not restrict other journals and does not restrict the notational freedom
of authors who reference the journals.
1.1 Development history
Logiweb draws heavily from the experience of other proof systems. Among
many sources, Logiweb is based on proof checkers implemented by the author
1985-1992.
One goal of Logiweb was to design a simple proof system which allows
to cope with the complexity of mathematical textbooks. To ensure that the
system can cope with the complexity of a full, mathematical textbook in a
human readable style, two books [8,9] have been developed 1992-2001 to test
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the system.
Reference [8] is a discrete math book for ﬁrst year university students and
is of interest here because it has been possible to test the human readability
of the book in practice.
Reference [9] is a treatise on Map Theory and is of interest here because
it contains a substantial proof (a proof of the consistency of ZFC expressed
in Map Theory) that can stress test Logiweb. To allow comparison with
other proof systems and to ensure correctness, [9] has been ported by hand to
Isabelle [13,14,15].
One purpose of writing [8,9] was to identify syntactic and semantic features
a mathematical knowledge management system has to have in order to sup-
port textbooks and mathematical papers. Among other, the macro facilities
presented in Section 6 were developed to cope with such demands.
Logiweb is currently used by students who use the parts of Logiweb already
implemented and provide feedback. An experimental version for a broader
audience is due for the beginning of next year.
1.2 Overview of the paper
The sections of the paper start with short introductions which contain re-
marks, motivations, and comparisons with some litterature relevant to the
given section.
Section 2 gives short examples on what Logiweb looks like to the user. For
500 and 300 page examples, consult [8] and [9], respectively.
Section 3 describes how Logiweb ensures that pages, once published, remain
unchanged and available in the future so that it is safe to refer to Logiweb
pages from mathematical papers.
Section 4 describes the main data structures in Logiweb: (1) Parsetrees that
describe the structure of pages and are the entities stored by Logiweb. (2)
Codices which are extracted from parsetrees and represent pages in a more
machine understandable, data-base like format. (3) Symbols that represent
concepts. (4) Aspects, which allow symbols to have diﬀerent meanings in
diﬀerent contexts.
Section 5 describes how Logiweb ensures notational freedom, foundational
freedom, and independence of individual authors and at the same time
supports interdependence in allowing authors to refer to one another and
use the results of each other.
Section 6 describes the macro facility of Logiweb which allows to keep the
de Bruijn factor [5] low and supports pages in being human and machine
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readable at the same time.
Section 7 describes the programming language of Logiweb. The program-
ming language of Logiweb is the programming language embedded in Map
Theory [2,7,15,17] which allows Logiweb to use Map Theory (which has
ZFC power) for reasoning about Logiweb.
Section 8 describes how Logiweb does veriﬁcation of pages and describes
how to change the default correctness criterion of Logiweb to e.g. the Mizar
[12,16] correctness criterion, thereby allowing to embed other systems in
Logiweb.
Section 9 describes how to bootstrap the system which is non-trivial in a
system which oﬀers complete notational freedom and, hence, for which one
cannot rely on any construct having any, predeﬁned syntax.
Appendix A describes the byte level protocol used among Logiweb servers
for storing and retrieving uninterpreted Logiweb pages.
Appendix B describes the protocol used by Logiweb browsers for interpret-
ing Logiweb pages.
2 Getting started
From the point of view of an implementor, Logiweb is a protocol, but from
the point of view of a user, Logiweb is a collection of “Logiweb pages”, where
a page may be anything from a single line of text to a full textbook like [8].
To use Logiweb, the user needs a Logiweb browser plus Internet access to
Logiweb servers that store pages. The following sections describe how two
persons, B and C, who work at diﬀerent sites, may cooperate using Logiweb.
2.1 Definitions and statements
As a minimalistic example, suppose Person B wants to deﬁne f(x) =˙ x2 − 1
on Logiweb. B may do so using Logiweb by publishing a (very short) page
like this:
The function f(x) is deﬁned by [f(x) =˙ x2 − 1].
The brackets guide correctness checks: Text in brackets should be read by a
proof checker. Text outside brackets is commentary.
Person C may ﬁnd B’s page somehow, and may want to state the observa-
tion that f(10) = 99. C may do so by publishing another page:
We have [f(10) = 99].
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Every page contains a bibliography (which needs not be visible). Above, the
latter page must refer to the former to indicate that the f(x) on the latter
page is the one deﬁned on the former. In turn, the former page must refer to
pages that deﬁne xy, x− y, x =˙ y, and numerals.
2.2 Correctness
A page may be “correct” or “erroneous”. A Logiweb browser must be able to
“verify” a page (i.e. check that it is correct). The pages above are correct,
the ﬁrst one because its deﬁnition is acceptable and the second because its
claim is true. The two pages above reside diﬀerent places in the world. To
verify the latter page, a Logiweb browser must access both pages to get the
deﬁnition as well as the claim.
The pages are correct according to the Logiweb default criterion. A page
may override the default be specifying an alternative criterion. As an example,
one may put a Mizar [12,16] paper on Logiweb and specify that it is correct
according to the Mizar criterion. Details on correctness criteria are given later.
According to the default criterion,
Deﬁne [f(x) =˙ x2 − 1] and [f(x) =˙ x2 − 2].
and
We have [f(10) = 100].
are erroneous, the ﬁrst because the two deﬁnitions contradict each other and
the second because its claim is false.
2.3 Lemmas and proofs
The default correctness criterion allows to deﬁne rules and theories, and to
state and prove lemmas. Suppose Person B publishes the following page:
[RuleP 0: (x) x + 0 = x]
[RuleP ′: (x, y) x + y′ = (x + y)′]
[RuleTransitivity: (x, y, z) x = y  x = z  y = z]
[Theory S+:P
0 ⊕ P ′ ⊕ Transitivity]
[S+ lemmaL2.3.1: x = x + 0]
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The page deﬁnes P 0 to be the rule that x+0 = x for all terms x, P ′ to be
the rule that x+ y′ = (x+ y)′ for all terms x and y, and Transitivity to be the
rule that if x = y and x = z then y = z for all terms x, y, and z. Then the
page deﬁnes S+ to be the theory that has P
0, P ′, and Transitivity as axioms
and inference rules and states as Lemma L2.3.1 that x = x+0 is a theorem of
S+. In the last line, x serves as a concrete variable; in the three ﬁrst it serves
as a meta-variable.
Then Person C may decide to prove x = x + 0 on yet another page:
[Proof of L2.3.1:
L1:P 0  x + 0 = x ;
L2:P 0  x + 0 + 0 = x + 0 ;
L3: Transitivity  L2 L2  x + 0 = x + 0 ;
L4: Transitivity  L1 L3  x = x + 0 ]
Again, the two pages reside two diﬀerent places in the world, and checking
the second page requires access to both pages.
As a technical remark, the ﬁrst page is correct according to the default
criterion of “local correctness” which merely requires proofs to be correct but
does not require all lemmas to have a proof. The user may choose a more
stringent “global correctness” criterion, e.g. that all lemmas have proofs and
all proofs use lemmas in a non-circular fashion.
3 Stability
When an author refers to a paper, the author typically expects the referenced
paper to remain ﬁrm (i.e. unchanged) and available in the future. This sec-
tion describes how Logiweb fulﬁlls the stability requirements of ﬁrmness and
availability.
3.1 Firmness
When a page is published, a “Logiweb reference” is assigned to the page.
A reference is a natural number with about 200 bits and is made up of a
RIPEMD-160 [6] hash key, a time stamp, and a version number, but references
are not seen by the user. Now assume that the ﬁrst two pages above get
references 9 · · ·91 and 9 · · ·92 when published by Person B and C, respectively:
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The function f(x) is deﬁned by [f(x) =˙ x2 − 1].
9 · · · 91 (B’s page)
We have [f(10) = 99].
9 · · · 92 (C’s page)
At the time of publication, C’s page is correct, but if B could change
[f(x) =˙ x2−1] to e.g. [f(x) =˙ x2−2], then C’s page would become erroneous.
On Logiweb, however, it is impossible to change a page once it is published.
Person B can of course publish a page that says [f(x) =˙ x2−2], but then that
page would get a new reference such as 9 · · ·93, and page 9 · · ·92 would still
refer to page 9 · · · 91.
The reference of a page is based on a RIPEMD-160 hash code that is
computed on basis of all of the contents of the page. As long as RIPEMD-160
stands up to collision attacks, even malicious users cannot change a Logiweb
page once it is published. And no two users are able to publish diﬀerent pages
that get the same reference. The task of the Logiweb servers is to maintain a
global hash table that translates references to pages.
As mentioned in the abstract, Logiweb is a medium for archived mathe-
matics. In other words, Logiweb is accumulative in the sense that once a page
is put on Logiweb, it is impossible to change it. This accumulative nature is
enforced by RIPEMD-160.
3.2 Availability
Even if Logiweb is accumulative, there may still be occasions where an author
is no longer willing to contribute disk space to some old version of some old
paper. When Person B above publishes page 9 · · ·91, the page will physically
reside on B’s computer. B may, however, delete page 9 · · ·91 which leaves C’s
page 9 · · ·92 meaningless.
By publishing on Logiweb, however, Person B implicitly grants copyright
permission to other Logiweb servers to make verbatim copies of the page. In
particular, person C’s browser may silently tell C’s Logiweb server to load and
resubmit page 9 · · · 91 on C’s computer so that page 9 · · ·91 remains available
on Logiweb even if B deletes it on B’s computer.
A page disappears from Logiweb when the last copy of the page disap-
pears. When a page disappears, it may start an avalanche since all pages that
reference the page, directly or indirectly, become incomplete. When a browser
loads a page, it must also load all pages referenced, directly or indirectly, and
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the browser should report the page non-existent if any of these transitively
referenced pages is missing. Hence, when the last copy of a page disappears,
all its dependents eﬀectively disappear as well.
For that reason, when an author publishes a page, it would be good practice
for the author to secure a copy of all transitively referenced pages.
4 Data structures
The main data structures of Logiweb are parsetrees that are made up of sym-
bols, and codices that associate aspects to symbols.
Parsetrees deﬁne the structure of a page and resemble expression trees in
content encoding in MathML [11] and correspond to the tree model in OMDoc
[10].
Codices represent the mathematical contents of a page in a more database-
like structure which interfaces well with the Logiweb checking machinery and
programming language. Logiweb codices contain mathematical semantics in a
rather clean form as opposed to the more syntactical database-like structures
of OMDoc ([10], p.65).
4.1 Symbols
The deﬁnition f(x) =˙ x2 − 1 on page 9 · · ·91 above deﬁnes the value of f(x)
to be x2 − 1.
To Logiweb, f is a “Logiweb symbol”. A Logiweb symbol is a pair 〈r, i〉 of
natural numbers where r is the reference of the home page of the symbol and
i is a natural number that identiﬁes the symbol within that page. We shall
refer to r and i as the “reference” and “index” of 〈r, i〉, respectively. As an
example, f could be 〈9 · · ·91, 1〉.
4.2 Parsetrees
Every Logiweb page contains a bibliography, a “parsetree”, and an “arity
table”. Parsetrees have the following syntax (which resembles that of Lisp
S-expressions):
Parsetree ::= 〈Symbol{,Parsetree}∗〉
Normally, a parsetree is the output of a parser which converts a human
readable format to a machine friendly form. In Logiweb, the approach is
opposite: The parsetree is the entity stored in the system, and human readable
forms are derived from it.
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The arity table assigns arities to the symbols of the page, i.e. a page with
reference r deﬁnes the arities of the symbols of form 〈r, i〉. Logiweb forces all
parsetrees to have form
〈s, p1, . . . , parity(s)〉
where arity(s) denotes the arity of s.
4.3 Aspects
To Logiweb, f(x) =˙ x2 − 1 is shorthand for
Deﬁne(Value, f(x), x2 − 1)
which states that the “Value aspect” of f(x) is x2−1. In general, Deﬁne(x, y, z)
deﬁnes the x-aspect of y. As another example,
Deﬁne(TEX, f(x), small-f · left-parenthesis · x · right-parenthesis)
deﬁnes the “TEX aspect” of f(x). To a Logiweb browser, f(x) is a parsetree
of form
〈〈9 · · ·91, 1〉, x〉
The TEX aspect tells the browser how to render f(x) in TEX. Other aspects
may tell how to render f(x) in e.g. MathML.
Page 9 · · ·91 in the example has been simpliﬁed by omitting a TEX deﬁni-
tion of f(x). In general, pages that introduce new symbols need an appendix
that deﬁnes what the new symbols look like in various formats and possibly
other things like the priority and associativity of the symbols.
To Logiweb,
RuleP 0: (x) x + 0 = x,
Theory S+:P
0 ⊕ P ′ ⊕ Transitivity,
S+ lemmaL2.3.1: x = x + 0, and
Proof of L2.3.1: · · ·
are shorthand for
Deﬁne(Rule, P 0, (x) x + 0 = x),
Deﬁne(Theory, S+, P
0 ⊕ P ′ ⊕ Transitivity),
Deﬁne(Lemma,L2.3.1, S+ : x = x + 0), and
Deﬁne(Proof,L2.3.1, · · ·)
respectively. Above, x  y denotes the lemma that y is provable in the theory
x.
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Formally, an aspect is a symbol. To make a construct like Value denote the
Value aspect, one must deﬁne the Message aspect of Value to be the symbol
that represents the Value aspect.
As another example, one must also arrange the Message aspect of the
Message construct to be the symbol that represents the Message aspect. How
to do that is explained in Section 9 which covers bootstrapping.
4.4 Codices
A Logiweb browser maintains a “Logiweb codex” which stores the deﬁnitions
that the browser encounters. Formally, a codex is a sparse ﬁve-dimensional
array C (c.f. Section B.6) for which
C[pr][sr][si][ar][ai]
denotes the 〈ar, ai〉-aspect of symbol 〈sr, si〉 as deﬁned on page 〈pr〉.
As an example, when a browser loads
The function f(x) is deﬁned by [f(x) =˙ x2 − 1].
9 · · · 91 (B’s page)
then it notes in its codex that page 9 · · ·91 deﬁnes the Value aspect of symbol
〈9 · · ·91, 1〉 by the parsetree Deﬁne(Value, f(x), x2−1). When a browser loads
[RuleP 0: (x) x + 0 = x]
[RuleP ′: (x, y) x + y′ = (x + y)′]
[RuleTransitivity: (x, y, z) x = y  x = z  y = z]
[Theory S+:P
0 ⊕ P ′ ⊕ Transitivity]
[S+ lemmaL2.3.1: x = x + 0]
9 · · · 94 (B’s page)
then it notes that page 9 · · · 94 deﬁnes the Rule aspect of symbol 〈9 · · ·94, 1〉
to be Deﬁne(Rule, P 0, (x) x + 0 = x) and similar for symbol 〈9 · · ·94, 2〉 and
〈9 · · ·94, 3〉. Then it notes that the Theory aspect of symbol 〈9 · · ·94, 4〉 is
Deﬁne(Theory, S+, P
0⊕P ′⊕Transitivity and the Lemma aspect of 〈9 · · ·94, 5〉
is Deﬁne(Lemma,L2.3.1, x = x + 0. When a browser loads
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[Proof of L2.3.1:
L1:P 0  x + 0 = x ;
L2:P 0  x + 0 + 0 = x + 0 ;
L3: Transitivity  L2 L2  x + 0 = x + 0 ;
L4: Transitivity  L1 L3  x = x + 0 ]
9 · · · 95 (C’s page)
it notes that page 9 · · · 95 deﬁnes the Proof aspect of symbol 〈9 · · ·94, 5〉 to be
the parsetree after the colon.
5 Independence
Logiweb is a medium that allows independent authors to publish interdepen-
dent pages. This section gives two examples of how the structure of the codex
allows independence and interdependency to coexist.
5.1 Notational freedom
As mentioned, page 9 · · ·91 missed a deﬁnition of the TEX aspect of f(x). A
more complete page would be:
The function f(x) is deﬁned by [f(x) =˙ x2 − 1].
[Define(TEX, f(x), small-f · left-parenthesis · x · right-parenthesis]
9 · · · 91 (B’s page)
If Person C wants to use f(x) but has reserved f for some other purpose,
then C may rename f into g thus:
We have [g(10) = 99].
[Define(TEX, g(x), small-g · left-parenthesis · x · right-parenthesis]
9 · · · 92 (C’s page)
Above, g(x) is symbol 〈9 · · ·91, 1〉 in disguise. The pages above may con-
fuse a human reader since C has been too lazy to make a comment that g(x)
on his page is the same as f(x) and B’s page. But a browser will just note
that page 9 · · ·91 and 9 · · ·92 deﬁne the TEX aspect of 〈9 · · ·91, 1〉 to be two
diﬀerent things and will use the TEX aspect of page 9 · · ·91 and 9 · · ·92 when
displaying page 9 · · · 91 and 9 · · · 92, respectively.
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Hence, the notational freedom of B to call a function f(x) does not restrict
the notational freedom of C to rename it to g(x). This is important because
world wide agreement on notation would require all mathematicians to use
unreasonably long names for their concepts. Logiweb enforces world wide
agreement on symbols in the sense that every symbol contains a page reference
that RIPEMD-160 forces to be world wide unique, but that is detached from
the human readable expression of symbols.
5.2 Alternative proofs
Section 4.4 gave an example where page r = 9 · · ·95 deﬁned the aspect a =
“Proof” of symbol s = 〈9 · · ·94, 1〉. In general, a codex is an associative
structure which associates values to reference-symbol-aspect triples 〈r, s, a〉.
Diﬀerent pages may deﬁne the Proof aspect of symbol 〈9 · · ·94, 1〉 diﬀer-
ently and, hence, codices can cope with the situation where diﬀerent authors
publish diﬀerent proofs for the same lemma.
6 Macros
To keep the de Bruijn factor [5] low, Logiweb includes a simple, yet powerful
macro facility. The macro facility allows authors to write pages in a style that
is appealing to the human reader but still macroreduces into a more machine
understandable form.
6.1 Macro definitions
Logiweb has a default macro facility. Like anything else in Logiweb, A page
may override the default be specifying an alternative.
As an example of use, consider the following deﬁnition:
Deﬁne(Macro, h(x), h(x) →¨ x2 − 1)
The deﬁnition above states that h(x) is shorthand for x2 − 1. f(10) and
h(10) both evaluate to 99, but if h(10) occurs in a proof, then it is expanded
to to 102 − 1 before proof checking.
As a more complex example, suppose x : : y denotes the pair of x and y
and that 〈 〉 denotes the empty tuple. Furthermore suppose 〈x〉 and x, y is a
unary and a binary construct, respectively, and consider the following macro
deﬁnition:
Deﬁne(Macro, 〈x〉, (u) (v) 〈u, v〉 →¨ u : : 〈v〉 >¨ 〈x〉 →¨ x : : 〈 〉)
The deﬁnition states that 〈x〉 should be macroreduced by 〈u, v〉 →¨ u : : 〈v〉
if the parsetree x has a comma-operator in its root and should reduce to x : : 〈 〉
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otherwise. As an example, 〈1, 2, 3〉 (where commas are right associative) would
macro reduce to 1 : : 2 : : 3 : : 〈 〉 as follows:
〈1, 2, 3〉 →¨
1 : : 〈2, 3〉 →¨
1 : : 2 : : 〈3〉 →¨
1 : : 2 : : 3 : : 〈 〉
As yet another example,
Deﬁne(Macro, x = y, (z) x = y = z →¨ x = y ∧ y = z)
has the eﬀect that e.g.
1 + 2 + 3 + 4 = 3 + 3 + 4 = 6 + 4 = 10
macroreduces to
1 + 2 + 3 + 4 = 3 + 3 + 4 ∧ 3 + 3 + 4 = 6 + 4 ∧ 6 + 4 = 10
achieving the same eﬀect as the Mizar [12,16] .= operator using macroreduc-
tion.
In the macro deﬁnition above, x and y are meta-variables because they
occur as arguments to the symbol being deﬁned and z is a meta-variable
because it is quantiﬁed by a meta-quantiﬁer.
A particularly important macro reads
Deﬁne(Macro, (x), (x) →¨ x
which says that parentheses should be removed from parsetrees before proof
checking.
6.2 Macrodefined definitions
The macro facility allows massive simpliﬁcations of the syntax. First of all,
the deﬁnition
Deﬁne(Macro, x =¨ y, x =¨ y →¨ Deﬁne(Macro, x, x →¨ y))
allows to abbreviate
Deﬁne(Macro, h(x), h(x) →¨ x2 − 1)
as
h(x) =¨ x2 − 1
As another example,
x =˙ y =¨ Deﬁne(Value, x, y)
is the deﬁnition of x =˙ y.
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6.3 Macros for metalogic
The following macro deﬁnitions deﬁne several constructs that were used to
introduce rules, theories, lemmas, and proofs in Section 2.3:
Rule x: y =¨ Deﬁne(Rule, x, y)
Theory x: y =¨ Deﬁne(Theory, x, y)
xLemma y: z =¨ Deﬁne(Lemma, y, x  z)
Proof ofx: y =¨ Deﬁne(Proof, x, y)
The construct x  z expresses that the term z is a lemma of the theory
x. For a complete list of meta-connectives see Section 8.5.
7 Programming language
Like most other proof systems, Logiweb includes a programming language.
The programming language of Logiweb allows to express side conditions, proof
tactics, complicated macros, complex rendering schemes, and many other
things. Like e.g. Nuprl [4] and Isabelle [13,14], Logiweb uses a programming
language that is based on lambda calculus. Logiweb uses a very simple, un-
typed version of lambda calculus. Simplicity was chosen to make it easy to
reason about Logiweb and easy to implement it at the (minor) expense that
programming has to start at a quite low level.
The chosen programming language is the programming language of Map
Theory [2,7,15,17] and extends λ-calculus [3] with the constant nil and the
construct ifnil(x, y, z). The ifnil(x, y, z) construct has the property that the
range of the function λx.ifnil(x, y, z) equals {y, z,Ω} (where Ω =˙ apply(S, S),
S =˙ λx.apply(x, x)). Hence, the programming language includes functions
whose range have exactly three elements, which is impossible in pure λ-calculus
[1]. This property allows to reason about programs using a “quartum non
datur” rule [2,7,15,17] which essentially says that ifnil(x, y, z) can take no
other values than y, z, and Ω. Furthermore, the presence of ifnil allows the
programming language to have very simple, non-trivial models that are more
semantic and less syntactic than those of pure λ-calculus.
7.1 Evaluation
The programming language of Logiweb provides four basic constructs: λx.y,
apply(x, y), ifnil(x, y, z), and nil. The deﬁnition f(x) =˙ x2 − 1 and claim
f(10) = 100 presupposes that xy, x− y, x = y, and numerals are deﬁned from
these four constructs (c.f. [8]).
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When a browser veriﬁes a claim, it reduces the claim according to the
following reduction rules using normal order reduction [1]:
ifnil(nil, y, z) → y
ifnil(λu.v, y, z) → z
apply(nil, z) → nil
apply(λx.y, z) → 〈y|x:=z〉
Terms other than the four above are reduced by looking up their value
aspect in the codex and using that. If a term has no value aspect, it reduces
to nil.
A claim is accepted if it reduces to nil and is rejected if it reduces to a
term of form λx.y.
The Logiweb programming language is also used when verifying side condi-
tions: When checking a proof of form e.g. ((x, y) (¬free(x, y)  ∃x: y ∈ x)) 
∃u: ∅ ∈ u, a browser binds x and y to denote the parsetrees of u and ∅, respec-
tively, and checks that the side condition ¬free(x, y) reduces to nil according
to whatever deﬁnitions there are of ¬p and free(p, q) in the codex.
As mentioned, the Logiweb programming language is also used in many
other situations in the system.
7.2 Connection to Map Theory
Logiweb was originally developed to support Map Theory [2,7,15,17]. Map
theory is the reduction system above extended with a quantiﬁer and has the
power of ZFC set theory.
Logiweb has been detached from Map Theory, however, so that Logiweb
supports all theories equally well. One exception is that, since Logiweb uses
the programming language embedded in Map Theory as user programming
language, Map Theory is particularly well suited for reasoning about Logiweb,
i.e. to serve as meta-theory for the system.
8 Verification
A major feature of any proof system is the ability of the system to verify the
correctness of mathematics presented to it. Logiweb takes the approach that
each author may make “claims” and it is then up to Logiweb to try to verify
the claims. A page is correct if its claims are correct. A page that makes no
claims is trivially correct. The following pages describe various kinds of claims
and various facilities for expressing them.
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8.1 Page symbols
As mentioned, a codex associates values to reference-symbol-aspect triples
〈r, s, a〉. Occasionally, there is a need to deﬁne aspects of a page rather than
aspects of a symbol. As an example, the claims of a page associate to the
whole page.
To cope with that and to keep codices homogeneous at the same time, the
convention is made that a symbol 〈p, 0〉 whose id equals zero represents the
page p. Symbols whose id equals zero will be referred to as “page symbols”.
Logiweb forces all page symbols to have arity zero.
Logiweb provides the construct “Self” that macroreduces to the parsetree
〈〈r, 0〉〉 where r is the reference of the page that Self occurs on.
8.2 Simple claims
The following macro deﬁnition deﬁnes the construct for making simple claims:
[x] =¨ Deﬁne(Test, Self, x)
Hence, a claim like [f(10) = 99] is shorthand for
Deﬁne(Test, Self, f(10) = 99)
For that reason, a claim made on a page enters the codex, and it is up to the
browser to access and execute the claim in the codex when the user wants to
verify a page.
8.3 Multiple definitions
If a page contains more than one deﬁnition of the same aspect of the same
symbol, then the browser collects a list of all the deﬁnitions and then syn-
thesizes a single deﬁnition from all the deﬁnitions. By default, a deﬁnition is
synthesized from a list as follows: If all the deﬁnitions are identical, then one
of them is used and otherwise the codex stores a value that indicates that the
deﬁnition is in error. The claim aspect is treated diﬀerently, however, in that
all the deﬁnitions are joined into a conjunction. For that reason it is possible
to make more than one claim on a page.
8.4 Overall claims
In addition to simple claims like [f(10) = 99], a page also makes an overall
claim through a deﬁnition like
Deﬁne(Claim, Self, T )
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If a page makes an overall claim using a deﬁnition like the one above, then
the page is considered correct if apply(T , Self) evaluates to nil. If T imple-
ments e.g. Mizar [12,16], then the page is claimed to be Mizar-correct. Such a
term T is likely to be deﬁned using a substantial number of deﬁnition, possibly
scattered over many pages, and have to be expressed in the programming lan-
guage of Logiweb. Including other systems like Mizar in Logiweb in this way
has the beneﬁt, among other, that each version of the system becomes frozen
and correctness of a page will always be relative to one, particular version of
the system. Hence, each correctness claim will be constant even if the system
in question is under development.
If a page has no overall claim (or the overall claim is in error), a browser
should check the page using the default claim which says that all simple claims
should evaluate to nil, all proofs should be correct, and no deﬁnitions should
be marked as erroneous.
8.5 Metalogic
The default overall claim recognizes the following syntax for rules, theories,
lemmas, and proofs:
Rule ::= Term  Rule | Term  Rule | (Term)Rule | Term
Theory ::=   Term | Theory ⊕ Theory | Rule
Lemma ::= Theory  Term
Proof ::= Proof  Proof | Proof  Term | Term: Proof |
Proof; Proof | Rule
Above, a Term denotes any parsetree that does not contain any of the
meta-constructs (x  y, x  y, and so one). x  y states that y is provable
if x is provable. x  y states that y is provable if x evaluates to “true” and,
hence, allows to express side conditions. (x) y states that y holds for all terms
x. A term stated as a rule denotes an axiom.   x claims that x is non-
provable in the theory it occurs in which allows to talk about the consistency
of the theory. x⊕ y denotes the theory that contains all rules of the theories
x and y. A rule stated as a theory denotes a one-rule theory. x  y denotes
the lemma that y is a theorem of the theory x. x  y denotes meta-modus-
ponens applied to the conclusions of the proofs x and y. x  y states that
the term y follows from the proof x. x: y locally introduces x as shorthand for
the conclusion of the proof y. x; y has the same conclusion as y and allows y
to use the conclusion of x as if it were an axiom. A rule stated as a proof has
the rule itself as its conclusion and requires the rule to belong to the theory
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being used.
9 Bootstrapping
As mentioned, Logiweb oﬀers complete notational freedom to its user. While
this is very convenient, it complicates the problem of getting started. Logiweb
oﬀers great ﬂexibility in deﬁning new constructs from already known ones, but
how can one introduce the ﬁrst construct out of nothing? The present section
deals with this bootstrapping problem.
Section 9.2 explains how all predeﬁned constructs are introduced using a
single “proclamation” construct, and then Section 9.3 reveals how to introduce
this ultimate construct.
9.1 Predefined symbols
Symbols of form 〈0, i〉 will be referred to as “predeﬁned” symbols. Predeﬁned
symbols have a meaning which is ﬁxed by the natural number i.
References to pages are always positive integers, and all references of all
symbols in a parsetree refer to pages that are on store in the Logiweb system,
so predeﬁned symbols cannot occur in a parsetree. Predeﬁned symbols can
occur in the codex, however.
9.2 Proclamations
Suppose small-a denotes a parsetree for which the id of the root symbol equals
the ASCII code for a small “a” (i.e. the id equals 97). Suppose small-b, small-c,
and so on have similar properties. Further suppose x · y is a right associative
construct of arity 2 and End is a construct of arity 0. A proclamation like
Proclaim(apply(x, y), small-a · small-p · small-p · small-l · small-y · End)
deﬁnes the construct apply(x, y) to denote functional application. When a
Logiweb browser sees a deﬁnition like the one above, it notes in the codex that
the given page deﬁnes the Value aspect of apply to be 〈〈0, i〉〉 where i is the
id that identiﬁes functional application.
The proclamation construct Proclaim(x, y) allows to attach arbitrary sym-
bols to arbitrary, predeﬁned concepts. As examples, apply(x, y), Value,
Message, and Deﬁne(x, y, z) are deﬁned by proclamations. The proclamation
construct even allows to deﬁne new proclamation constructs.
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9.3 Base pages
A page whose bibliography is empty will be referred to as a “base page”.
If r is the reference of a base page then a browser should regard 〈r, 1〉 as a
proclamation construct.
Hence, the procedure for bootstrapping on Logiweb is as follows: Publish
a base page. Use the proclamation construct of the base page to associate
symbols to all the other predeﬁned constructs. Then use these symbols to
make deﬁnitions, tests, rules, theories, lemmas, proofs, and so on.
9.4 System supplied aspects
The user can deﬁne aspects of symbols, but a few aspects are supplied by the
Logiweb browser:
Every page is ultimately stored as a “vector”, i.e. a list of bytes. When
a browser loads the page with reference r, it stores the vector of the page as
the Vector aspect of the page symbol. In other words, the browser associates
〈r, 〈r, 0〉, “Vector”〉 to the vector of the page.
Every page contains a bibliography which is a list of references, and a
parsetree; a browser stores them as the Bibliography and Parsetree aspects,
respectively, of the page symbol of the page.
If the page is a base page (i.e. if the bibliography of the page is empty),
then set the Codify aspect of symbol number 1 to 〈〈0, i〉〉 where 〈0, i〉 is the
predeﬁned symbol that identiﬁes proclamation constructs.
Every page deﬁnes the arity of each symbol. For each symbol with non-zero
arity, a browser stores the arity as the Arity aspect of the symbol.
When a browser loads a page, it also loads all transitively referenced pages
if they are not already in the codex. However, the browser also constructs a
subset of the codex which contains the transitively referenced pages only and
stores this subset as the Cache aspect of the page symbol.
Finally, when a browser has loaded a page, it adds the part of the codex
associated to the page to the subset above to obtain the “local codex” of the
page (the part of the codex relevant to the given page). Then it stores the
local codex as the value aspect of the page symbol. The Logiweb evaluator
merely has access to the value aspect of symbols, but can access all of the
codex relevant to the given page through this mechanism. It follows that the
Self macro always expands to something whose value is the local codex.
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A The Logiweb protocol layer 0
A.1 Platform
At the hardware level, Logiweb is supported by a number of host machines
that are interconnected by a number of host networks. As an example, if
Logiweb runs on a number of pc’s that are interconnected by the Internet,
then the pc’s are the host machines and the Internet is the host network.
Computers and networks that host Logiweb need not be dedicated to Logi-
web alone. Rather, computers and networks that host Logiweb will typically
host other systems as well.
At the software level, each implementation of the Logiweb server or Logi-
web browser is supported by a host operating system (e.g. Linux), a host
programming language (the implementation language) and a number of host
protocols (e.g. TCP/IP).
A.2 Layers
The Logiweb protocol has three layers. Layer 0 is concerned with the storage,
retrieval, and transmission of bytes. Layer 0 deﬁnes the behavior of Logiweb
servers. Layer 1 is concerned with the unpacking of pages into codices, and
the checking and rendering of pages. Layer 1 deﬁnes the minimal functionality
of Logiweb browsers. Layers above layer 1 are user deﬁned and outside the
scope of the Logiweb protocol. This chapter describes layer 0 of the protocol.
A.3 Bit and byte numbering conventions
Within a byte, we refer to the bit that has weight 2i as bit number i. Hence,
the least and most signiﬁcant bits are bits number 0 and 7, respectively. In
TCP/IP, bit number 0 is transmitted ﬁrst and bit 7 is transmitted last.
Within a byte vector, we refer to the ﬁrst byte as byte number 0. In
TCP/IP, byte number 0 is the ﬁrst byte transmitted. When writing byte
vectors in this paper, byte number 0 is written leftmost.
When writing bytes as eight bits in this paper, bit number 0 is written
leftmost, which is opposite to normal practice. This is done to avoid problems
with the numbering of bits within sequences of bytes.
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A.4 The format of pages
Bytes have the following format:
bit ::= 0 | 1
byte ::= bit8







vbyte(0010 0000) = 4
Cardinals (i.e. natural numbers) are represented as byte vectors as follows:
middle-byte ::= bit7 1
end-byte ::= bit7 0
cardinal ::= middle-byte∗ end-byte




(vbyte(bi) mod 128) · 128
i
As an example,
vcardinal(0100 0001 1000 0000) = 2 + 128 = 130
Time stamps are represented as a mantissa and an exponent:
mantissa ::= cardinal
exponent ::= cardinal
timestamp ::= mantissa exponent
The value of a timestamp t = m e where m and e are cardinals is
vtimestamp(t) = vcardinal(m) · 10
−vcardinal(e)
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As far as Layer 0 is concerned, the syntax of a page is thus:
version ::= 1000 0000
key ::= byte20
body ::= byte∗
reference ::= version key timestamp
contents ::= timestamp body
page ::= version key timestamp body
We shall refer to the concatenation of the version, key, and timestamp as the
“reference” of a page and to the concatenation of the timestamp and body as
the “contents” of a page:
page ::=
reference︷ ︸︸ ︷
version key timestamp body
page ::= version key timestamp body︸ ︷︷ ︸
contents
The key of a page must be the RIPEMD-160 key of the contents of the page.
Note that a “version” is a byte whose value is 1. Later versions, if any,
should be assigned other positive cardinals. In some situations described later,
a single null byte is used to denote a null reference. For that reason, null bytes
cannot be used as a version number. The deﬁnition of predeﬁned symbols in
Section 9.1 also relies on version numbers being non-null so that references to
pages are forced to be non-null.
A.5 Server and file names
Every server must have at least one name (e.g. "yoa.dk:65535", which is ex-
pected to be the address of the ﬁrst Logiweb server, c.f. http://yoa.dk/) and
every page on each server must also have at least one name (e.g. "aux/base").
The syntax of names is
length ::= cardinal
string ::= byte∗
name ::= length string
In a name, the value of the length ﬁeld must equal the length of the string.
Logiweb does not interpret names. It just passes them around or passes them
to network drivers or ﬁle system interfaces.
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A.6 Server states
A Logiweb server has to maintain a “state” and must be prepared to answer
questions about its state.
A state is a binary, labeled tree with edge-labels in {0, 1}. For every node
N of the state, the edge labels of the path from the root to N form a sequence
of bits which will be referred to as the “address” of N .
A node is said to be a “page” node if its address is a valid reference. Page
nodes are required to be leaf nodes.
A node is said to be a “branch” node if it is not a leaf node. Hence, the
page and branch nodes form disjoint sets. Branch nodes have two downward
edges.
Nodes that are neither page nor branch nodes are called pointer nodes.
Hence, pointer nodes are leaf nodes that are not page nodes. The page, branch,
and pointer nodes form a class division of all nodes of the tree.
Each node of the tree is decorated by a “sibling list” and a “name list”.
Both are lists of names where the notion of a name was introduced in Section
A.5. The name list of branch nodes must be empty. The name list of page
nodes must be non-empty.
If A is a sequence of bits, if two servers both have a node with address A,
and if the two nodes have the same kind (page, branch, or pointer), then the
two servers are said to be A-siblings. The sibling list of a node with address A
on a server must be a list of names of servers that the present server thinks are
A-siblings of the server. Any server must check periodically that the servers it
thinks are A-siblings really are A-siblings. When a server changes or deletes a
node with address A, it must inform its A-siblings about the change. When a
server creates a node, it must try to locate a reasonable amount of A-siblings.
As an ideal, all A-siblings should be connected transitively through sibling
pointers.
The root of a tree must be a branch node. The sibling list of the root must
be edited manually by the system manager whereas all other sibling lists are
maintained automatically. The siblings of the root node of a server are called
the “friends” of the server.
When a new server is started, its friends must be chosen manually to ensure
good connection to other servers, and maintainers of other servers should be
persuaded to include the new server in their friend lists.
The name list of a page node is a list of ﬁle names where each ﬁle stores
a copy of the given page. Individual users of a server may submit and delete
the same page, and the name list keeps track of the copies currently on store.
When the last copy of a page is deleted, the server must delete the page node
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and inform siblings about the loss.
The name list of a pointer node with address A is a list of server names that
the present server thinks have branch nodes with address A. Any server must
check periodically that the servers it thinks have such branch nodes really do
store such nodes.
A.7 Layer 0 protocol
Two servers or a server and a browser may communicate with each other via
TCP or UDP or some other protocol. When they do so, they send messages
to each other. If they use a connection based protocol like TCP, they commu-
nicate using a continuous stream of messages that are put back-to-back on the
stream. If they communicate using a datagram protocol like UDP, they may
send each messages in a separate package, or they may pack several messages
into a single package, but they cannot break a message into several packages.










ping ::= 2 reference
ping2 ::= 3 reference timestamp
node ::= 4 reference preﬁx
branch ::= 5 reference preﬁx siblings
page ::= 6 reference preﬁx siblings names length
pointer ::= 7 reference preﬁx siblings names name
name ::= 8 reference preﬁx index
name2 ::= 9 reference preﬁx index name
sibling ::= 10 reference preﬁx index
sibling2 ::= 11 reference preﬁx index name
retrieve ::= 12 reference password index length
retrieve2 ::= 13 reference password index length byte∗
translate ::= 14 name
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translate2 ::= 15 name reference
message ::= nop | sorry | ping | ping2 | node | branch
| page | pointer | name | name2 | sibling | sibling2
| retrieve | retrieve2 | translate | translate2
When a server receives a “nop” message, it should do nothing. Such nop
messages are useful for padding.
When a server is too pressed to deliver its service, it sends a “sorry”
message and then either slows down or simply breaks the connection.
When a server receives a “ping” message it adds a time stamp that in-
dicates the current server time, changes “ping” to “ping2”, and returns the
message to sender.
The node, name, and sibling messages all query information about a par-
ticular node of the state tree of the server. Each of these messages contain a
reference and a preﬁx where the preﬁx is a cardinal. Let P denote the value
of the cardinal. Let A′ denote the ﬁrst P bits of the reference (or the whole
reference if P is greater than or equal to the number of bits of the reference).
Let A be the longest preﬁx of A′ for which the server has a node with address
A (in particular, A = A′ if the server has a node with address A′).
When a server receives a node message it computes A as above and returns
a branch, page, or pointer message if its node at address A is a branch, page,
or pointer node, respectively. In each case the server indicates the length of
the sibling list of the node. For page and pointer nodes it also indicates the
length of the name list of the node. For page nodes, it indicates the length
of the stored page measured in bytes, and for pointer nodes it provides a
pseudorandom entry from its name list.
When a server receives a name or sibling message, it computes A as above
and computes the value I of the given index. Then it returns a name2 or
sibling2 message containing the I’th element of the name or sibling list, re-
spectively, of the node with address A.
When a server receives a retrieve message, it may look up the given page
and return “length” bytes of the page starting at position “index”. It may
send the requested bytes in a single retrieve2 message or may break it into
several retrieve2 messages.
A suspicious server, however, may return a few bytes of the page and a
“password”, where a password is an integer. The requester then has to ask for
the page once more, using the given password. This feature is only relevant
in connection with datagram protocols where the authenticity of the sender
is diﬃcult to verify and where malicious users could otherwise use Logiweb
servers for denial-of-service attacks.
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If a requester has no password to oﬀer, the password ﬁeld of a retrieve
message should be set to zero.
If the length plus the index of a retrieve message is greater than the length
of the page, the server shall unconditionally ignore the retrieve message.
Using the messages presented so far, one may query all information about
the state of a server. When the state of a server changes, the server should
send unsolicited branch, page, and pointer messages to relevant siblings.
Two additional messages allow to translate local ﬁle names to references
which is mainly of interest for authors who publish pages on the server. When
a server receives a translate message, it looks up the given ﬁle and returns
a translate2 message with the associated reference. Whenever a user creates
or deletes a page in the servers ﬁle system, the user should send the server a
translate message to make the server notice the change.
B The Logiweb protocol layer 1
B.1 Overview
To Logiweb servers, a page consists of a reference and a body where a body
is an uninterpreted sequence of bytes. Logiweb browsers and Layer 1 of the
protocol are concerned with the structure of page bodies.
The user of a Logiweb browser may direct the browser to “load” a page.
The input to this loading process is the reference of the page to load. The
output is new entry for the codex. Loading is recursive in the sense that
loading a page may request the browser to load transitively referenced pages
as well.
The following sections describe some data structures and then describes
the process of loading pages.
The description merely describes what happens in principle. A straight-
forward implementation may lead to poor execution speed and unreasonable
memory requirements. Implementors are free to optimize representations as
long as optimizations are invisible to the user.
B.2 Binary trees
A Logiweb binary tree is a structures with the following syntax:
tree ::= T | (tree : : tree)
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In principle, a codex is such a tree. In the language of Section 7.1, trees are
represented thus:
T =˙ nil
x : : y =˙ λz.ifnil(z, x, y)
As in Section 6, 〈x1, . . . , xn〉 means x1 : : · · · : : xn : : T.
B.3 Cardinals
We use T and T : : T to represent the bits 0 and 1, respectively. In princi-
ple, cardinals (i.e. ﬁnite cardinals/natural numbers) are represented as lists
〈b0, . . . , bn〉 of bits where b0 is the least signiﬁcant bit and the most signiﬁ-
cant bit bn is required to represent 1. The empty list represents zero. As an
example of use, 〈T,T,T : : T〉 represents the cardinal “four”.
B.4 Arrays
We shall say that a list of pairs
〈k1 : : v1, . . . , kn : : vn〉
is an “array” if k1, . . . , kn is a strictly decreasing sequence of cardinals and
v1, . . . , vn are trees all of which diﬀer from T. For an array A and a cardinal
k let A[k] denote vi if k = ki for some i and let A[k] = T if k = ki for all i.
We shall say that a function f from cardinals to trees is “ﬁnite” if {n |
f(n) = T} is ﬁnite. For all ﬁnite functions f there exists one and only one
array A such that f(n) = A[n].
B.5 Multi-dimensional arrays
We shall refer to any tree as a zero-dimensional array. Furthermore, we shall
refer to an array
〈k1 : : v1, . . . , kn : : vn〉
for which all vi are d-dimensional arrays as a (d+1)-dimensional array.
If A is a d-dimensional array and i1, . . . , id are cardinals, then A[i1] · · · [id]
is a tree.
B.6 The format of codices
A codex is a ﬁve-dimensional array. For a codex C, the value of
C[pr][sr][si][ar][ai]
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denotes the 〈ar, ai〉-aspect of symbol 〈sr, si〉 as deﬁned on page 〈pr〉. Such an
aspect may be T (indicating that no aspect is deﬁned), or it may be a pair
m : : v where m and v are the “mode” and “value” of the aspect, respectively.
If m = 0 then the aspect is deﬁned and v is the value of the aspect. If m = 1
then the aspect is noted to be in error. Other values of m are used during
codiﬁcation.
B.7 Overview of loading
When a browser loads a page, it starts out with a page reference pr and a
codex C and then does as follows:
codex check The browser looks in its codex and skips the rest of the loading
if the page is already there.
retrieval The browser uses Layer 0 of the protocol to locate and retrieve the
page.
bibliography parsing The browser parses the body of the page to get the
bibliography.
first page loading The browser loads the ﬁrst page mentioned in the bibli-
ography (if any).
unpacking The browser parses the rest of the page to get an arity table and
a parsetree in Polish preﬁx notation.
transitive loading The browser loads all transitively referenced pages.
parsing The browser constructs the parsetree of the page.
codification The browser translates the parsetree into a codex entry C ′ and
performs C[pr] := C
′.
The following sections describe the loading process.
B.8 Retrieval
The browser locates the page as follows: Set the “current server” to be the local
server. Then iterate the following: Send a node message with the requested
reference and the length of the requested reference to the current server. If the
response is a page message, the page is on the current server. If the response
is a pointer message with a null server name, give up. Otherwise, set the
current server to the returned server name and iterate. If and when the page
is located, retrieve it using retrieve messages.
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B.9 Bibliography parsing
The browser parses the body of the page according to the syntax
body ::= reference∗0remainder
where the zero denotes a null byte.
When parsing, if the parser reads past the end of the body, the body is
padded with zero bytes. Hence, when publishing a page, it is legal to cut away
trailing zero bytes.
B.10 Unpacking
The browser looks up the “Unpack” aspect of the page symbol of the ﬁrst
page in its bibliography. If that aspect has form 0 : : u then the result of
the unpacking is apply(u ’R) where R is the remainder from Section B.9
expressed as a tuple of bytes where bytes are cardinals. This feature allows
to override the default encoding of pages.
If the Unpack aspect does not have form 0 : : u then the browser parses
the remainder according to the following format:
id ::= non-zero-cardinal
arity ::= cardinal
arities ::= {id arity}∗ 0
parsetree ::= cardinal∗
remainder ::= arities parsetree
When parsing the parsetree, the parser stops when there are no non-null bytes
left.
The result of the parsing is a pair A : : P where A is an array that maps
id’s to arities as speciﬁed and P is a “linear parsetree” represented as a list
of cardinals (essentially a parsetree in Polish preﬁx notation). Each byte in
the parsetree of the byte vector contributes up to 7 bits to P since one bit of
each byte is used to tell where each cardinal ends and since leading zero bits
are suppressed.
If more than one arity is assigned to the same id, the last assignment takes
precedence. There is no diﬀerence between assigning an arity of zero and
assigning no arity.
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B.11 Transitive loading
When loading a page, the reference of the page is regarded as entry number
zero in the bibliography of the page. In this perspective, every bibliography
has at least one entry, and a page is a base page (c.f. Section 9.3) if its
bibliography merely has one entry.
For all page references p let |p| denote the number of entries in the bib-
liography of p and let p denote the smallest power of two which is greater
than or equal to |p|. Let p[i] denote the i’th entry in the bibliography of p.
The linear parsetree P from Section B.10 is a list of cardinals. Such a car-
dinal c on a page with reference p represents a symbol s(c, p) of a transitively




s(c div p, p[c mod p]) if 0 < c mod p < |p|
p : : (c mod p) otherwise
In this way, all symbols on all transitively referenced pages are represented
by cardinals in a way that is compact and fairly easy to decode using bit shift
operations.
When the browser does transitive loading, it translates all cardinals in the
linear parsetree P from Section B.10 to symbols and loads the home pages
of all the symbols. During this process the browser may need to ﬁnd the
bibliographies of pages that it does not need to load. Such bibliographies are
stored in the codex in the same way as bibliographies of loaded pages, but the
browser does not otherwise load such auxiliary pages.
B.12 Parsing
The browser stores the arities from Section B.10 in the codex as mentioned
in Section 9.4. Then it converts the linear parsetree from Section B.10 from
Polish preﬁx notation to a tree using the arities in the codex and at the same
time converts each cardinal c in the linear parsetree to the symbol s(c, p).
B.13 Codification
The browser enters the system supplied aspects mentioned in Section 9.4 into
the codex attaching mode 0 (c.f. Section B.6) to each of them. Then the
browser scans the parsetree for proclamations and enters them into the codex
attaching mode 0 to each of them.
Then the browser scans the parsetree from Section B.12 for deﬁnitions.
The parsetree is macroreduced during this scan. Macro deﬁnitions from the
page itself have not yet been recognized, so they have no eﬀect on this scan.
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Deﬁnitions that try to change deﬁnitions already in the codex are ignored.
Other deﬁnitions are collected as codex entries of form 〈2, v1, . . . , vn〉 where
2 is a temporary mode of the deﬁnition and v1, . . . , vn are deﬁnitions (c.f.
Section 8.3 concerning multiple deﬁnitions).
Proclamations are treated before deﬁnitions to ensure that a construct
that is proclaimed to be e.g. a deﬁnition construct can be used for making
deﬁnitions on the page where it is proclaimed.
Then the browser synthesizes deﬁnitions as follows: It scans the codex for
deﬁnitions with mode 2. When it encounters a deﬁnition of mode 2, it changes
the mode to 3 and starts synthesizing the deﬁnition. By default, it synthesizes
a deﬁnition 〈2, v1, . . . , vn〉 by macroreducing v1, . . . , vn, comparing the results,
and using v1 as the deﬁnition of the construct if all the v1, . . . , vn are identical
except for naming of bound variables. If v1, . . . , vn contradict each other, the
browser changes the mode of the deﬁnition to 1 to indicate error.
As an exception, the Test aspect is synthesized by forming the conjunction
of the individual deﬁnitions.
During macroreduction, if the browser has to macroreduce a symbol whose
macro aspect has mode 2, then the browser synthesizes that macro aspect ﬁrst.
If the browser has to macroreduce a symbol whose macro aspect has mode
1 or 3 (i.e. is in error or is being synthesized) then the deﬁnition the symbol
occurs in gets mode 1 to indicate error.
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